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exploring iranian efl teachers cognition attitude and
May 27 2024

the purpose of the current study was therefore to fill the gap in the literature on iranian efl teachers cognition attitude and practice in teaching icc to iranian efl learners
to achieve this purpose the following research questions were posed

the relationship between iranian efl learners language
Apr 26 2024

a quantitative research design was utilized to examine the relationship between iranian efl learners mindset entity and incremental with goal orientations performance
approach goal performance avoidance goal and learning goal and responses to failure mastery helpless anxious

the relationship between iranian efl learners socio
Mar 25 2024

this study explored the relationship between iranian efl learners intercultural identity and their socio psychological distance from the culture of people from english
speaking countries the participants were within the age range of 15 31 with varying learning experiences

investigating the relationship between iranian efl learners
Feb 24 2024

the results obtained from the quantitative as well as the qualitative phase of the study demonstrated that a significant relationship existed between iranian efl learners
mastery of foreign language skills and their use of language learning strategies

an investigation of iranian efl learner accountability a
Jan 23 2024



unlike the researchers in america and european countries few scholars have addressed learner accountability in iran to evaluate its effect on different efl contexts this
mixed method research design study compared the level of learner accountability between public high school students and english language institute learners

developing collective eyes for iranian efl teachers computer
Dec 22 2023

iranian efl teachers can use collaborative reflection cr to improve their computer assisted lal and practices this study therefore qualitatively investigated how
collaborative reflective practices can improve novice and experienced efl teachers computer assisted lal

demystifying iranian efl teachers perceptions and practices
Nov 21 2023

to shed light on these aspects the present study was a bid to unpack iranian efl teachers perceptions about the benefits challenges and professional activities that
facilitate loa understanding and practice

iranian efl teachers challenges and solutions in using
Oct 20 2023

this chapter examined the iranian efl teachers challenges with computer assisted assessment caa and their solutions to such challenges through a transcendental
phenomenology we attempted to investigate efl teachers experiential evidence to find the

the relationship between iranian efl teachers emotional
Sep 19 2023

the present study tried to find out the relationship between iranian efl teachers emotional intelligence and their teaching styles moreover it tried to explore the
components of emotional intelligence that could act as predictors for iranian efl teachers teaching styles



an investigation of the iranian efl learners perceptions
Aug 18 2023

to this aim the present empirical research attempted to identify 120 iranian efl students perceptions toward the most common sources of writing difficulties through
questionnaires and semi structured interviews

effects of different text difficulty levels on iranian efl
Jul 17 2023

the i 1 materials could help iranian efl learners increase their reading english motivation after three month it can be concluded that test difficulty levels should be
considered in selecting the target reading texts of efl english books

iranian efl teachers self reported and enacted culture
Jun 16 2023

this study sought to explore the degree of convergence between efl teachers self reported and enacted culture teaching techniques and the reasons for possible
incongruities as perceived by them data were collected from 10 teachers through a three stage process of pre lesson interviews classroom observations and post lesson
interviews

challenges in promoting efl learners autonomy iranian efl
May 15 2023

teachers of general english at language institutes and iranian universities seek to promote learner autonomy this study addresses this gap by examining what challenges
efl teachers might face while trying to promote learner autonomy teachers beliefs about la have been of great interest in elt in the last three decades



several problems esl students from iran face ittt tefl blog
Apr 14 2023

in this blog post our recent tefl graduate shares their experience of teaching english to students in iran

ویدئوهای راهنمای کلاس های آنلاین
Mar 13 2023

نسخه ی اپلیکیشن در adobe connect ویدئوهای راهنمای کلاس های آنلاین ویدئوهای راهنمای کلاس های آنلاین آشنایی با صفحه ورود به کلاس های آنلاین گروه سنی کودکان و نوجوانان آشنایی با کلاس آنلاین

teach english in iran with a tefl tesol certification
Feb 12 2023

a job teaching english in iran is a fantastic way to live overseas and get paid to travel the world armed with an international tefl academy tefl tesol cert

the effectiveness of corpus use in esl efl writing a meta
Jan 11 2023

the results demonstrate a large overall effect size g 0 95 for the impact of corpus use in esl efl student writing performance this finding suggests that utilizing corpora
significantly enhances students writing abilities in these contexts

exploring iranian efl teachers cognition attitude and
Dec 10 2022

considering the pedagogical significance of intercultural knowledge this study aimed at investigat ing iranian english as a foreign language efl teachers cognition attitude
and practice in teaching icc



effects of flipped instruction on iranian intermediate efl
Nov 09 2022

based on the results obtained we come to the conclusion that using the flipped instruction could help iranian efl learners improve their speaking caf in addition it can be
concluded that iranian efl learners had positive attitudes towards using the flipped instruction

teachers perceptions of theme based instruction imple
Oct 08 2022

15 efl students need to use english during pair work 8 3 68 1 05 16 efl students need to make reflections in english in the tbi classroom 6 3 97 73 17 efl students need to
work in groups in english to develop a specific task under the efl teacher s guidance 1 4 17 63 18 efl students need to use english in the presentation 5 4 06 68
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